Native Americans
August 7–11, $220
3–6 years old, German
Lissy Riffel
Together we will explore the lives of the Native Americans by learning about some of the greatest early explorers – THE VIKINGS. We will create helmets and shields to protect us from any approaching dragons and celebrate our victory by baking Viking bread! May Odin guide you straight to our summer camp!

Vikings I
July 24–28, $220
3–6 years old, German
Daniela Williams
Join us as we celebrate the life and journeys of some of the greatest early explorers – THE VIKINGS. We will create helmets and shields to protect us from any approaching dragons and celebrate our victory by baking Viking bread! May Odin guide you straight to our summer camp!

Vikings II
July 31–August 4, $220
3–6 years old, German
Lissy Riffel
The big warriors from the north are coming back… Hoar, hoar! We will have a lot of fun listening to Vikings’ stories about magic, little gnomes and building sun clocks. We will also learn about Viking game traditions and then create our own SPORTS, like rock throwing and water bucket races! So let’s get sporty and Strong, like the VIKINGS!

Pirates
July 17–21, $220
3–6 years old, German
Daniela Williams
Listen up landlubbers, it’s time to join our very own pirate crew! Celebrate the pirate’s life as you listen to fantastic pirate stories, sing pirate songs with the crew, and create your own pirate outfits. So what are ye waiting for, matey? Hop on board!

Dinosaurs
July 10–14, $220
3–6 years old, German
Daniela Williams
Come join us as we dig for dinosaur bones and make our very own dinosaur teeth! We will have a blast learning tons of awesome facts about dinosaurs through songs, stories, and hands-on activities. They might be extinct, but we will have them ROARING again this summer!

1970s
August 14–18, $220
3–6 years old, German
Kati Heckmann
Disco fever! Dancing! Funky clothes! This camp will be a fun one as we work on creating the proper attire for the decade: groovy glasses, headbands, and of course, tie dye. It might not be Woodstock, but… we will make lots of music too!

Ancient Egypt
August 21–25, $220
3–6 years old, German
Kati Heckmann
We will travel through the ancient pyramids; we promise not to get lost in the mazes but we might see a pharaoh or even a mummy! We might be tempted to steal the treasures out of the Pharaoh’s tomb, but stop – they might be cursed! Instead, we’ll make our own!
**SOCCER ADVENTURE CAMP**  
**JULY 24 – 29, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN & ENGLISH  
**KATHRIN MIRACLE**  
Camping will develop skills in dribbling, passing, heading, shooting, ball control, foot work, and changing directions. Children will be grouped by age and skill level. This camp takes place off-site at the Tektronix Campus - more information included on the registration form.

**GIS SURVIVOR**  
**JULY 31 – AUGUST 4, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**DANIELA WILLIAMS**  
Could you survive in the wild? Not sure... then come and try your hand at some wilderness survival skills! Every day we will hunt for a new box of supplies that will help us with shelter building, foraging for edible plants, and filtering water from a creek. We will also create clothing and shoes and perform some basic first aid. Like mother always said - it helps to be prepared.

**HAWAIIAN LUAU**  
**JULY 31 – AUGUST 4, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**KATJA BLACK**  
ALOHA! Join us as we explore the Islands of Hawaii. We will play many Hawaiian-themed games like musical beach towels and beach ball bonanza. We will travel from the magical sand beaches to erupting volcanoes. Come enjoy relaxing Hawaiian music, crafts, and much more!

**CREATIVE STATION**  
**AUGUST 7 – 11, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**KATJA BLACK**  
All aboard! Next Stop... Creative Station! We will let our creative juices run wild as we express ourselves through art! First on the fast track as we investigate messy fun art mediums while we work with clay and paper mâché. Join us this week for an imaginative and artistically good time!

**FUN & FITNESS**  
**AUGUST 7 – 11, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**KATJA BLACK**  
Join us for a week of Fun and Fitness. We will have lots of fun playing a variety of sports and games to get our bodies moving! We’ll talk about proper nutrition needed to keep our bodies fit and even try our hand at making our very own healthy snacks. The possibilities are endless, let’s get moving!

**IN THE JUNGLE**  
**AUGUST 7 – 11, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**CATHERIN FEISS**  
Welcome to the jungle! For one week, we will explore rainforests around the world and find out more about wild animals, exotic flowers, and trees! Be a scientist and discover everything about your wild animal, paint cool jungle pictures, play fun survival games and much more Roosaaarrr!

**MIND, BODY & SOUL**  
**JULY 31 – AUGUST 4, $285**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**JULIANA MARIANO**  
Have you always wished to know the secret of embracing our body, finding balance and enjoying a healthy lifestyle? Then come and try your hand at some wilderness survival skills! Every day we will hunt for a new box of supplies that will help us with shelter building, foraging for edible plants, and filtering water from a creek. We will also create clothing and shoes and perform some basic first aid. Like mother always said - it helps to be prepared.

**SPIE CADETS**  
**AUGUST 7 – 11, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**KATHRIN FIREHA**  
Spy cadet training is an exciting week in which you learn everything you need to be a top spy. Learn all the methods to solve a high profile crime committed at our own GIS. During this week we will create a secret identity, go undercover and interview suspects, as well as learn how to work as a team to find the culprit. Come join us and learn Sherlock’s deepest secrets.

**STORIES FOR YOUNG CHEFS**  
**AUGUST 14 – 18, $285**  
7–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**SUSI KAPELA**  
This week we will explore the wonderful world of books and cooking! Each day we will discover a new story and prepare one of the highlighted dishes. We’ll be cooking our own lunches and snacks all while discussing our favorite parts of the story. Each camper will create their very own cookbook complete with a must-haves in the Kitchen section. Are you a picky eater? Then bring your own lunch and just help prepare the meals. At the end of Lego Camp, each camper will take home a Lego Cookbook!

**DIY WORKSHOP**  
**AUGUST 14 – 18, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**Lissy RIEFFEL**  
How do you play without toys? Nothing is easier more exciting, or more fascinating than creating your own things to have fun with for outdoor and indoor activities. So let’s get creative working as a team - or on your own - for some truly do-it-yourself projects!

**FUN WITH READING**  
**AUGUST 21 – 25, $280**  
7–9 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**CAROLIN BINDER**  
Reading is cool! Want to get better at reading so you can finally read that big chapter book on your sibling’s bookshelf? Come join me and practice your reading skills this week. We will have a different topic every day, such as animals and fairy tales. If you want, you can bring your own German books.

**GIRL POWER RETURNS**  
**AUGUST 21 – 25, $280**  
6–11 YEARS OLD, GERMAN  
**CATHERIN FEISS**  
Girls in action - do you want to learn about popular women in the world and do crafts to at the same time?! Come join this camp and we will have a lot of fun by doing everything girls like to: Be a star for one day, create your own or a BRF best friend journal, design your own fashion, paint your own picture and much more! See you in August 2017!